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With regard to the above-mentioned paper, please note the
following corrections. We sincerely apologise that these er-
rors were not recognised and rectified before the paper was
published.
1. Section 2.1 paragraph 2: The sonic anemometer and
sampling inlet were mounted on a triangular mast at
50.3 m above ground level, not at 60.9 m, as erro-
neously stated. The discussion and conclusions remain
unchanged.
2. Section 3.2.2: The source of the CO2 concentration and
flux data used in this section should have been refer-
enced as Ward et al. (2015).
3. Figure 1: The caption to Fig. 1 should read as follows:
Map of central London overlaid with the Ordinance Sur-
vey grid including the measurement site at King’s Col-
lege (KCL; green point) with references to the geogra-
phy of Greater London and Great Britain. Grid squares
correspond to the numbers (1–9) referred to in the text
at Sect. 3.3, starting bottom left to top right. Outlines of
the areas that contribute the maximum (Xmax), as well
as 75, 90, and 99 % to the flux footprint using overall
median meteorological values are shown as black con-
tour lines with their respective labels laid out according
to the median wind direction.
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our work, for providing site access and support and for
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S. Grimmond and her co-workers for their insightful
comments on our manuscript. However, as always, the
interpretation and discussion of data expressed in the
paper remain the views of the authors alone. D. Carslaw
(King’s College London) and the NOAA Air Resources
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5. References: Ward et al. (2015) should be added to the
reference list.
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